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**Title word cross-reference**

2 [108, 246, 122, 51]. 2\(^n\) [122]. 3 [346, 246, 351, 605, 659, 653, 677]. 4 [256, 554]. * [838]. \(\mathcal{F}\) [191]. \(\mathcal{I}\) [838]. b [485]. C+ [270]. \(E_{H}^{DDL}SHIQ\) [907]. \(k\) [723]. \(F_{2k}\) [554]. N [326]. \(O(1/e^2)^n\) [123]. p [553]. s [923]. TOY [838].

*and [815].


000* [815].

1
Awareness

Axelrod [96]. AZP [900]. AZP-ACO [900].


Cache [869, 744, 120]. Caching [745, 532]. CAI [964]. Cake [725].
[33, 785, 769, 780]. Cooperative [503, 532]. Cooperativity [141].
Coordinated [83, 432]. Coordinating [435, 444]. COORDINATION
[974, 797, 531, 438, 88, 882, 427, 86, 440, 428, 436, 441, 955, 974]. Core [891].
Correcting [313, 166]. Correction [255]. Correlated [185].
COSADE [975]. Cost [638, 81, 505, 897].
Countermeasures [454]. Counting [740, 815, 103]. Coupled [230].
Coupling [612]. Cover [471, 110, 8]. Coverage [220]. Covering
[453]. Cryptanalysis [163]. Cryptographic [172]. Cryptographically
Culture [201]. Cumulative [916]. Current [598, 171]. Cursor [596].
Curvature [595, 621]. Curves [555, 460, 175]. Custom [37]. Customer
Cyber-Insurance [776]. Cybercrime [934]. CybercrimeIR [934].
Cyberspace [933]. Cycles [941]. Cyclic [916, 839]. Cylindrical [627].
Czech [991, 989, 990].

[495, 222, 68, 940, 302, 856, 510, 328, 939, 288, 20, 860, 330, 855, 232, 236,
100, 331, 332, 185, 526, 895, 344, 527, 905, 757, 863, 337, 45, 756, 194, 853,
713, 654, 845, 861, 289, 195, 857, 858, 192, 874]. Data-Based [856].
Data-Driven [654]. Data-Parallel [192]. Database [184, 190, 938, 532].
Databases [189, 850, 157, 185]. Datacenter [490]. Dataflow [78]. Datalog
Decision [696, 685, 505, 897]. Declarative [834, 835, 510]. Declaratives
[144]. Decomposition [467, 356]. Dedicated [961]. Dedication [182].
Deductive [865]. Default [274]. Defining [419]. Definitions [590].
Degradation [541]. Degree [113, 740, 753]. Deimmunization [243].
Delays [357, 164]. delegatable [175]. Deliberation [153]. Delimited [833].
Delimited-Control [833]. Delivery [40]. Demand [880, 764, 759].
Denotational [66]. Dense [673]. Density [115, 125]. Dependable [979].
Dependence [170]. Dependencies [795]. Dependency [322, 242].
Dependent [193]. Dependently [829]. Dependently-Typed [829].
Deployment [400, 75, 217]. DEPSO [350]. DEPSO-2S [350]. Deques
[263, 394, 178, 555, 308, 557, 560, 558, 565]. **Fusion** [237]. **Future** [981, 583, 580, 813, 582, 792, 589, 205, 577, 578, 25, 796, 405, 586, 573]. **Fuzzifications** [524]. **Fuzzy** [363, 533, 331, 332, 909, 861].


Geometry-Based [917]. Germany [975]. Gestures [252]. GHC [829].


Haifa [962]. Hamming [660, 565]. Hand [627, 162, 621]. Handheld [626].


Hashing [325]. Haskell [142, 129, 130]. Having [184]. healing [148].

Health [984, 651, 638, 36, 952, 637, 646, 35]. Healthcare [34, 30]. Healthy [654]. Heart [37]. Hebbian [909]. Held [991, 964, 969]. Hellenic [996].


[44, 674, 35, 198, 688, 997]. Intelligence
[346, 309, 902, 703, 528, 996, 970, 959, 967, 968, 953, 998]. Intelligent
Inter [797, 89, 743, 683, 772, 791]. Inter-Domain [743, 791, 797, 772].
Inter-Organizational [683, 89]. Interacting [73]. Interaction
[159, 269, 781, 703, 45]. Interaction-Based [781]. Interactions
[583, 416, 56, 86]. Interactive [638, 581, 631, 70, 402]. Interconnected
[490]. Interconnection [794]. Interdependent [94, 190]. Interdomain
[771]. Interface [400, 421, 627]. Interfaces [606, 378]. Interleaved [450].
International [954, 984, 991, 997, 989, 990, 992, 963, 955, 978, 952, 962, 973,
958, 972, 980, 982, 983, 960, 976, 977, 988, 995, 964, 149, 986, 967, 968, 969,
979, 953, 975, 993, 974, 985, 966]. Internet [981, 977, 583, 580, 57, 581, 773,
582, 792, 589, 703, 791, 577, 578, 579, 796, 405, 643, 586, 573]. Interoperable
[972]. Interpolation [842, 218]. Interpolation-Based [218]. Interrelations
[588]. Interval [911, 918, 730]. Intervention [652, 654]. Interventions
Intrusion [939, 540, 542, 938]. intrusive [40, 38]. Intuitionistic [154].
Isolation [563]. ISP [780]. Israel [962]. Issue [452]. Issues [544]. Italy
Iterated [358]. Iteratees [841]. Iteration [78]. Iteration-Wise [78].
Iterative [820]. IThink [903]. Itoh [461]. Itoh-attack [461]. IX [971].

Judgments [151, 620]. Junction [238]. June
[984, 997, 952, 973, 972, 980, 982, 983, 976, 977, 988, 979, 974]. Juris [149].
Juris-Informatics [149]. JURISIN [959, 149]. Just [623, 130].
Just-In-Time [130]. Justifying [92].

[305, 306, 304, 310, 899, 545]. Kernels [676, 863]. Key [167, 455, 795].
Keyframes [57]. Keys [184, 166]. Keywords [946]. Kinesthetic [620].
Kinetic [611]. Kisses [726]. Kissing [726]. Knapsack [111, 716].
Knowledge [223, 416, 951, 1, 20, 150, 155, 692]. Knowledge-Based [416].

Language [831, 140, 326, 270, 11, 922, 845, 136]. Languages
[276, 958, 132, 845, 974]. Large [811, 433, 484, 851, 549, 489, 155, 197, 688].
Large-Scale [489, 155]. Lassos [414]. Last [308]. Latency [541]. Latent
343, 362, 377, 386, 408]. Maturity [685]. Maude [69]. Maximum
[913, 112, 667, 480, 844, 662]. Maximum-Sum [844]. MaxSat [121]. May
[987, 411, 991, 997, 989, 990, 992, 998, 955, 978, 995, 996, 986, 967, 968, 969,
MDASCA [463]. MDE [77]. Meaning [366]. Measure [817].
Measurements [613, 538, 287, 147]. Measurement-Theoretic [147].
Mechanoreceptor [624]. Mechanism [77]. Mechanisms [860, 216].
Mechanoreceptor [624]. Mechatronic [438]. Mediated [600]. Medical
[34]. Meets [576]. Members [947]. Memetic [364]. Memory
Metaoptimization [356]. Metastability [722]. Metastatic [249].
Metering [939]. Method
[187, 302, 876, 624, 236, 311, 312, 494, 926, 41, 900, 319, 164, 695, 165].
Methods [856, 20, 787, 237]. Methylation [228]. Metric
[100]. Microblog [936]. Mid [621]. Middleware [875, 398, 405, 399, 887].
Minimization [760, 719, 662]. Minimizing [107]. Minimum [663, 672, 660].
Mining [940, 509, 510, 939, 483, 330, 775, 938, 157, 895, 337, 8]. MIP [924].
MIP-Based [924]. MIPS [873]. Misjudgment [621]. Misperception [625].
Mispredictions [481, 734]. Miss [120]. Missing [835, 302, 16]. Mixed
[808, 247, 924]. Mixture [250, 905]. Mobile
Mobility [583, 982, 983, 75, 28]. Modal [68, 38]. Model
[66, 69, 348, 808, 246, 179, 452, 364, 650, 652, 922, 792, 250, 624, 55, 54, 613,
151, 100, 75, 410, 196, 432, 414, 134, 704, 199, 96, 926, 654, 867, 81, 861, 218,
784, 90, 685, 441, 653, 463, 768]. Modeling
[417, 94, 961, 182, 780, 82]. Models
[797, 987, 226, 326, 813, 401, 314, 70, 709, 796, 974, 195, 369, 340]. models
Modification [265]. Modification-Based [265]. Modifications [470, 477].
Modifying [597]. Modular [564, 462]. Modulating [610]. Module
[800, 180]. MOFETA [296]. Molecular [963]. Monadic [132, 146]. mong
[918]. Monitoring [40, 583, 651, 36, 94, 732, 393, 395, 41, 287, 39, 874].
[596, 250, 355]. Motion-Impaired [596]. Motivational [646]. Motor [598].
[488]. Multi [782, 420, 301, 473, 730, 374, 274, 778, 101, 522, 368, 936, 373,


Pricing, Primal, Principal, Principles, Priorities, Priority, Privacy, Privacy-Preserving, Private, Probabilistic, Probability, Probe, Problem, Problems, Proceedings, Process, Processes, Processing, Processor, Product, Production, Proﬁled, Proﬁler, Proﬁling, Program, Programming, Programs, Progress, Project, Projection, Prometheus, Promises, Proneness, Proof, Proofs, Propagation, Propagators, Properties, Property, Property-Based, Prophecy, Proposal, Proprioception, Proprioceptive, Protection, Protein, Protein-Protein, Proteins, Protocol, Provide, Provided, Provider, Provider-Free, Proxy, Pruning, PS, Pseudo, Pseudo-haptic, Pseudorandom, Pseudorandomness, Public, Public-Key, Publication, Publish, Publish/Subscribe, Published, Puzzles, PXI, QoE, QoS, Quadratic, Quality, Quantification, Quantifier, Quantifier-Elimination, Quantifying, Quantitative, Quantum, Quartet, Quasi, Quasi-periodicity, Quaternions, Queries, Query, Query-Based, Querying, Questions, Quotients, R, R-Calculus, RAB, Rabbit, Racing, Rademacher, Radio, Railway, Random, Rate, Ratio, Rationale, Rationalized, ray, RBF, RDF, RDF-Based, Re, Re-encryption, Reachability, Reaching.
Reactivity [209]. Readiness [652]. Real
[544, 834, 36, 476, 438, 542, 74, 448, 355, 60, 713, 361]. Real-Time
[544, 834, 36, 438, 542, 74, 355, 713]. Real-World [476, 448]. Realisation
Realizability [443, 73]. Realization [472]. Really [761]. Rearrangements
[241]. Reasoning [93, 965, 865, 9, 150]. Recall [152]. Recall-Oriented
[152]. Reciprocities [588]. Recognition
[963]. Recombination [682]. Recommendation [856]. Recommendations [372].
Reconfiguration [388]. Reconfigurations [71]. Reconsidering [924].
Reconstruction [302, 809, 821]. Record [35, 545]. Recordings [521].
Recovery [250]. Rectangular [410]. Recurrent [301]. Recursive
[306, 311, 436]. Rediscovering [618]. Reduced [619, 814, 163].
Reducing [781, 81]. Reduction [225, 422, 361]. Redundancy [760].
redundant [330]. Reflections [190]. Reflective [648]. Region
[900, 662, 933]. Region-Building [900]. Registers [569]. Registration
[246, 52, 254, 630]. Regression [364, 305, 304, 310, 820, 315, 340].
Regularity [904]. Regulatory [809]. Rehabilitation [28]. Reimaging
[404]. Reinforcement [533, 906]. Relation [865]. Relational [184].
Relations [327, 143, 562]. Relationship [600]. Relaxations [474, 475].
Reoptimizing [477]. Repair [537, 206]. Repeat [231]. Replicated [389].
Representative [15]. Republic [991, 989, 990]. Reputation [781, 793].
Reputation-Aware [793]. Request [876]. Rerouting [772]. Research
[992, 618, 693, 861, 907]. Retrieval [584, 50, 861, 907].
Retrieving [336]. Reveal [511]. Revenue [782, 870]. Reverse [220].
[954, 955, 962, 958, 960, 964, 959, 953]. Revision [272]. Revisited
[830, 921, 167, 492]. Visiting [120]. Revocable [173]. Revocation
RNA-seq [238, 236]. RNBB [500]. Road [479]. Roadmap [573].
Robinson [817]. Robot [33, 531, 257]. Robot-Environment [33]. Robotic
Robustness [758]. Rod [619]. Rogue [814]. Rooted [817, 156]. Rotating
Stereo [313], Stereo-Images [313], Stimulus [624, 614, 633, 617],
Stimulus [622], Stockholm [973, 972, 974], Storage [874], Strategic [722],
Strategies [652, 803, 468, 359, 361], Strategy [344, 209, 449], Stream
[328, 939, 451, 58], Streaming [495, 888, 769, 764, 765, 534, 763], Streams
[330, 331, 332], Strengthened [477], Stretch [609], Strictly [659], String
[482], stroke [29], Stroll [400], Strong [271, 305, 306, 484, 167, 318, 175],
Structator [470], Structural [650, 233, 711], Structure
[470, 225, 746, 327, 521, 250, 450, 151, 51, 243, 153], Structure-Guided
[243], Structured [251], Structures [244], Study
[401, 751, 904, 218], Sub-consensus [118], Subgraph [112, 18], Subgraphs
[724, 122], Sub linear [34, 24, 406, 650, 336, 315, 153, 691],
Supporting [608, 534, 586], Supportive [638], Supra
[629], Supra-Threshold [629], Surface [251], Surfaces
[738], Surgery [248, 257], Surveillance [286], Survey
[196], Surveys [302], Swarm [346, 531, 350, 352, 902, 355, 969], Swarms
[768], Sweden [984, 973, 972, 974], Switches
[230], SWRL [896], SWRL2COOL
[896], Symbol [904], Symbolic
[221, 413, 418], Symposium [954, 992, 957, 958, 976, 993],
Synchronization [429, 433], Synchronous [421], Syntactic
[151], Synthesis [67, 208, 209], Synthetic
[239, 177], System [285, 40, 679, 300, 836, 955, 888, 650, 838, 939, 918, 540,
943, 291, 937, 705, 70, 382, 64, 219, 287, 286, 153, 257, 689, 874],
Systematic [575, 449], Systems [322, 67, 397, 443, 914, 193, 812, 374, 433, 274, 693, 438,
368, 973, 781, 972, 622, 432, 294, 494, 683, 373, 686, 694, 387, 877, 713, 986,
541, 65, 207, 389, 691, 375, 653, 695, 22, 372],
Tabled [837], Tables [752, 564], Tactile
[602, 607, 614], Tag [448],
Tailoring [645], Taipei [955], Taiwan [955], Takamatsu [959], Talk
[643], Taming [64], Tampere [982, 983], Tandem [231, 823],
Tapping [610], Targets [621], Task [400, 866, 28, 768], Task-Based
[768], Tasks [107, 118, 909, 43], Taxa [814], Taylor [911], TC
[991, 989, 990], TCP
[884], Team [697], Teamwork [87], Technical
[695, 403], Technique
[684, 422], Techniques [997, 204, 973, 255, 929, 81, 12],
Technological
[934, 707, 205], Technologies [24, 282, 528, 646, 966], Technology
[642, 984, 651, 639, 303, 656, 647, 649], Teenagers
[642], Tele
[28], Tele-Rehabilitation [28], Telemanipulation [601], Telematics
[952], Tele-rehabilitation [29], TELIX
[867], Temperature
[671], Temperature-Aware
[671], Template [345, 384, 682], Temporal
[71, 928], Tenants
[876], Term [7, 803], Termination
[843], Terms
[839], Terrorism
[933], Test
[222, 223, 247, 539, 488, 131], Test-Bed
[488], Testing
[223, 221, 962, 72, 134, 135, 415, 422], Text
[749, 943, 46, 944], Text-Based
Users [596, 173, 494, 643]. Using
Utilitarian [95]. Utilizing [628].

Vagueness [103]. Validation [374, 893, 695]. Validity [341]. Value
Variable-Length [226]. Variables [266, 834, 711]. Variants [348].
Variation [228]. Variations [444, 158]. Various [348, 524, 800]. Varying
[988]. Verifiable [174]. Verification
[966]. Violations [214]. Viral [890]. Virtual
[754, 880, 888, 605, 255, 757, 488, 697]. Virtualization [489, 873].
Visual-Haptic [630]. Visualisation [248]. Visualization
vs [213, 214]. Vulcan [724]. Vulnerability [752, 170].

[980]. Wave [196]. Wavelength [563]. Wavelet [51, 302]. Wayside [293].
[509, 850, 994, 869, 323, 848, 509, 406, 738, 855, 326, 336, 852, 877, 861].
Web/LD [848]. webinos [398]. Website [315]. Weight
[973, 972, 979]. Where [576]. Which [798]. whilst [37]. Who [142]. Whole
Widespread [244]. Width [921, 675]. Width-Parameterized [675]. WiFi
[888, 482]. Wired [977]. Wired/Wireless [977]. Wireless
[496, 417, 491, 501, 395, 788, 499, 571, 286, 784, 497, 799, 884]. Wirelessly
Word-Oriented [569]. Words [371]. Work [692]. Workflow [35]. Working
[909]. Workload [606, 207]. Workshop [998, 964, 149, 953, 975, 155, 966].


Yield [620]. yo [144]. Youth [262].
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